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Folded-out side brushes,
excellent maneuverability,
Double roller system

The TwinSweep 900E Pro is ideal for use in
warehouses, commercial spaces and car parks.
With a robust design and being very agile, the
900E Pro 900E makes easy work of dust and
debris. Also equipped with fold out side brooms
to give an 1100mm sweeping path, the 900EPro
is fitted with the famous Stolzenberg designed
twin roller system inside the unit.
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THE DETAILS
The robust walk-behind suction sweeper is designed for professional applications.
Its impressive maneuverability and comfortable forward traction results in efficient
cleaning of large spaces. Sweeping in narrow aisles is easy with the Twin Sweep
900E. The integrated foldable side brooms increase the sweeping width when
needed and make sweeping in corners and under racks an easy task. The extralarge front wheels ensure an excellent maneuverability. The TRS sweeping system
patented by Stolzenberg in combination with a superior dust control and filter
performance effortlessly removes all kinds of debris, sand and dust.

THE BENEFITS
Two side brooms - folding out
Large front wheels
Forward traction
Center broom drive
Electric filter shaker
Electric suction
	
High battery specs
On-board charger
Hour meter and charging light indication
Discharge protection
Front LED lights

Opening of the dust box for
throwing in large parts

Right unfolded side brush

EQUIPMENT

TS900E PRO

Forward traction

yes

Battery specs

2x 12V 50Ah
(C20) AGM

Theoretical run time/hours

2,5

Battery charger

on-board

Charging indicator with
discharge protection

yes

Hour meter

yes

Sweeping system

twin-roller-system

Sweeping width
With folded-in side brushes (mm)

900

With folded-out side brushes (mm)

1100

2 side brushes

yes

Foldable side brushes

yes

Sweeping width - center brush

500

Center brush-drive

yes

Power transmission

belt-driven

Theoretical sweeping
performance (m2/h)

4.400

Suction system

yes

Suction airflow

460 m³/h

Suction off-switch
- for wet debis sweeping

yes

Filter area

2,5

Filter type

water-repellent

Filter shaker

electric

Dirt-hopper size (L)

75

Machine dimensions
(LxWxH in mm)

1085x820x710

Weight (empty in kg) inc. battery

124

Adjstable handle

yes

LED headlights

yes

For more product information visit www.proquipnz.co.nz
The TRS principle

